For 15 years, hackers have been cooking in the desert sun on the
first day of DEF CON. This zine is a celebration of and how-to
guide for “Sideshows” just like it. Learn what it takes to start
and grow an event from the organizers of Toxic BBQ and others in
the hacker community.

Toxic BBQ is
16:00- 22:00 DEF CON Thursday

Sunset Park
Pavilion F
(36.0636, -115.1178)

We usually prefer heat measured in scovilles, not
Fahrenheit, but what better place to find people interested
in crazy hot peppers than a cookout? We usually start the
rounds like this:
"Hey, you like spicy food?”
“Wanna try a hot pepper?”
“How about some spicy whiskey?” “Wanna put a kick on that
burger?” But it’s the siren call to convention-goers that
gets the best response: “We’ve got swag…"
Soon, the brave are sweating, turning red, and bringing
their friends to share in the misery and ecstasy. A blonde
from Wisconsin chomps a ghost pepper like it was nothing
while her tough guy friends tear up and search for liquid
relief.
Sharing food and drink is one of the simplest, and
strongest, expressions of friendship, and we’ve made a lot
of friends at this BBQ.
When someone grows an idea and
keeps it alive, it becomes greater than the sum of its
parts. A space and time that exists on its own. We couldn't
be more glad to be a part of this. Thank you to all the
people that show up and make Toxic BBQ happen. Can't wait
to see you all again.
With much love - Peppercon


Family emergencies, sudden venue unavailability, and
power outages can all affect your event. Have a plan on
how to relocate or shut down. Think about how you would
notify people of such for off-site events. Account and
plan for inclement weather through shelter or alternate
sites.


You only have so much time during a conference. Keeping
people waiting at an event that is falling flat is a
disservice to them and you. That being said, if those
that did show up are having fun, lean into it. The first
DEF CON was built from the ashes of a going-away party.
We’ve turned a board game meet-up into a crypto-puzzle
confab. Be creative with what you have.


Learning how to organize takes time and practice. Be
patient with yourself as you learn through mistakes.
Sure, no bathrooms mean everyone dances whether they
like it or not, but it will soon be a funny story. Begin
planning for next year the moment your guests arrive.
Keep an eye out for what needs to work better next year.


Culture is built together and
does not depend on one person.
Prove it. When emergencies
arise, let others step in and
finish
the
job.
The
best
outcome is that your event
doesn’t need you at the helm.

DEF CON’s unofficial launch party is a quiet cookout
that welcomes all, n00b and 1337 alike. This prelude to
the cacophony and telephony grew with its host
convention to a gathering of hundreds with grill temps
and daytime highs to match. If each DEF CON is a hacker
carnival, Toxic BBQ is its first sideshow.
We are celebrating the 15th year of grill and chill (and
a hybrid return to DEF CON amidst a turbulent pandemic)
by collecting tips and tricks for running a sideshow.
We’ve also caught up with past organizers of Toxic and
other DC Sideshows to get their perspective on building
community and culture in the Information Age. We hope
that our masticarious adventures can delight and inspire
you to build (or rebuild) a culture of care and
friendship at DEF CON and closer to home.
Special thanks to Sc0tland, TheCotMan, EvilMoFo, Deviant
Ollam, the @dc_peppercon crew, and many others for
making Toxic BBQ a success year after year.
Sinc,
the_bozo and DuncanYoudaho

Sc0tland: “.
..my
memories ar
e really
fuzzy and it
’s not
just because
we
tended to ha
ve a
really good
time at
DEFCON … bu
t because
it was quite
a long
time ago no
w.”


This is not the time to “fight
the power”. Obtain permits. Pay
fees. Head off any hard lessons
before your guests have to learn
them. Offer security deposits,
donations, and clean-up services
to nervous venues wondering why
500 nerds in black want to meet
on a Thursday in 110° heat.


Fairs that charge admission are usually permitted
differently from family activities or clubs. Emphasizing
to venue administration that your sideshow is not open
to the public can help them understand the scope and
danger when renting to you.


Sometimes, the trouble comes from within. Make a short
list of event rules, and adopt your parent event’s CoC.
Make a plan for how to deal with harassment and
hostiles. Have a contact at the main event and escalate
issues that could spill over to become their problem. If
attendees don’t feel safe, they will stop coming.


Know the fastest way to reach emergency services in the
community where the event is held. Stock and replenish
first-aid kits in your supplies. Have appropriate safety
measures for your featured activities (fire suppression,
stranded guests, security contacts, etc.)




Giving stuff away is the most powerful weapon in your
organizer arsenal to stoke cohesiveness and growth.
Everyone who darkens your door should walk away with a
token. Volunteers should get something different. Pins
look great on lanyards and can be mass-produced for
under a quarter. Stickers can be even cheaper. Shirts
are expensive, but can be walking billboards that last
multiple years. Plan with production lead-times in mind.
You don’t want to be stuck with 100x “Fyre Festival”
shirts because you forgot to order them in time. Beware
of logistics if you decide to sell swag: cash,
transport, storage, and inventory all eat into money for
staging the event itself.
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Few were as excited to talk about organizing Toxic BBQ
as Sc0tland, Las Vegas Native and early DEF CON
attendee, known on Twitter as @level2three. Other than
Toxic, she has been involved in Scav Hunt, Toorcamp,
and countless other hacker hijinx. She’s eager to share
her experiences building an event to be proud of. The
following is based on notes from interviews on this
very topic.
- DuncanYoudaho

Renting equipment is cheaper,
short-term. Take storage into
account when you buy equipment
for your party. Don’t buy into
your own hype. Until you can
guarantee you will reuse it
year after year, borrow before
you buy. Ask the venue, ask
locals, rent as needed.


Prepare to get there early and leave late. Even if you
are soliciting help from attendees, it is your
responsibility to make sure everything is cleaned up and
rental items are returned on time. You are the only one
that can ensure you get your deposit back.



•
•

One organizer should not be expected to shoulder all the
costs of the event. If you take donations, a little
transparency goes a long way. Remember that labor is a
cost. Taking off work to get a permit is a cost. Be
prepared to say no or “maybe next year”. Be realistic
with yourself and others about what you can deliver, and
delegate whenever possible.

•
•


When your shindig grows by word of mouth alone, you
might be ready to advertise. Decide who your audience is
and target them: Post in forums or pass out fliers. If
you want everyone to come, get in the conference
program.


You will not be able to plan an event
of any significant size alone. Find a
trusted partner or two and share your
plans, expenses, and passion for.


If you are from out of town, find
someone who is local and add them to
your inner circle. They can store
equipment,
obtain
permits
much
easier,
have
transportation
for
supply runs, and know who to call for
emergencies.


Have
a
clearinghouse
for
info,
deadlines,
tasks,
costs,
and
contacts: Trello, Asana, Basecamp. Record how and when
to reserve the venue, produce swag, and contact
volunteers. Take notes during the event (you won’t
remember later), and do a postmortem after everyone is
home again.


Anything you borrow or bring to the venue can be lost,
taken, or broken. You can’t watch everyone, and you
can’t predict everything. Especially not possibly
inebriated strangers at a once-a-year gathering. Leave
Meemaw’s tea service for a home soirée.

The path from “there’s this thing we do...” to
conference-legend can be rocky. We’ve collected tips
from our notes and interviews into a firehose of
recommendations for you and your team. We hope these
will nudge you from `wishing` to `holding` your “thingapart” for everyone’s enjoyment.
- the_bozo and DuncanYoudaho


Make yourself easy to find. Stick close to your parent
venue. If off-site, provide relative directions from the
venue. Also give out an absolute location/address for
taxis, an information desk, or maps app.


Reserve the site for your group’s exclusive use. Whether
a con booth, suite, or off-site, ensure you can enforce
crowd size limits, CoC, closure, and clean-up.


Be an expert on the rules of your venue so your guests
don’t have to be. Is glass allowed? How loud can we be?
When do we need to be gone? Where does the trash go?


Plan for a larger group than you “How many pe
ople do I
expect. If possible, choose a think would
be there
venue into which you can grow and was the
space the
over time. If venue costs are a right
setup
so
we
burden, find other groups to could have a
blast?”
add and grow with.
- Sc0tland

I've started, and handed off, a
lot of events and whatnot at
DEF CON over the years. I've
distilled my advice to aspiring
organizers to a few key points:

The HackBus was a 1956 GM PD 4104 bus delivered to
Public Service Coordinated Transport in New Jersey. A
quick vacuum and some old couches allowed it to make
the trip from San Fran to DC15, but it didn’t return
home until October. A laundry list of repairs,
including a new engine, kept it on the road year after
year.
Those who rode it to DEF CON said it was one of the
most entertaining, if sweaty, ways to get there. Bay
Area hackers worked on it together to add amenities
like 16G internet (4 carriers x 4G each!), pirate
radio stations, and sometimes-functional AC. In
addition to the road trip to DC, the HackBus ferried
legions to Toxic BBQ, and it also rescued The
Minibosses when their van broke down on the way to the
EFF party.
Due to Fpenguin’s interests outside DEF CON and
EvilMoFo’s role at Scav Hunt, they kept the bus home
after DC23. Sadly, the HackBus was destroyed in the
2020 North Complex Fire. Apart from pictures and
memories, the front license plate and metal DEF CON
Jack are the only mementos that survive.

